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Introduction
If we start off with the fact that numerical thinking is essential for the development of mathematical thought, then, for the learning of mathematics, this type of thinking is one of the first abilities we must develop in pupils. Verschaffel and De Corte (1996) indicate that the important changes in mathematics curricula in primary school have to do with: 1) number concepts and number sense, 2) the meaning of arithmetic operations, 3) mastery of basic arithmetic facts, 4) mental and written computation, and 5) word problems as applications of numerical and arithmetical knowledge and skills.
We could ask if a pupil who has developed the competences involved in these five points has constructed adequate numerical thinking for developing new mathematical competences in secondary school. Generally, it is considered very important to equip the pupil with meaning, to construct numerical thinking that will serve as a support when he or she faces algebraic tasks that demand the production of syntactic processes. Is this ability developed in primary school?
One of the big problems in the transition from arithmetic to algebra is that pupils consider algebra as another type of knowledge, where numerical thinking does not have direct application. A large number of studies have been dedicated to analyzing students' algebraic errors, called "buggy algorithms" (see for example, Carton et al. 2001/02; Donovan & Pellegrino, 2003; Hatano et al. 1996 ;); we can explain where these errors come from, but the difficulty arises when we try to give a solution to promote success at secondary school. Our position throughout this document is on the importance of promoting advanced numericalalgebraic thinking in pupils.
From our point of view, the so-called buggy algorithms actually become constituted as knowledge! Thus, the pupil has constructed knowledge around an algorithm contradictory to mathematical logic. Then, how can he possibly think about his errors? Saboya et al. (2006) stated: "Faced with a mathematical production, the pupil should be able to check his result, to judge its coherency and the validity and rigor of his process, and be able to engage reflective- the mathematical activity and demonstrate his or her latest acquisition, the development of mathematical rationality" (p. 1).
Given this line of thought, we see that one of the main problems is that the pupil lacks control over the processes he is engaged in, and once engaged in a numerical or algebraic process, he does not show aspects of anticipation that allow him to control the situation in which he is immersed. A natural question that arises is how to solve learning difficulties in algebra.
Let us look at one approach before we state ours.
What kind of approach is better for overcoming learning difficulties in algebra?
James Kaput introduced his ideas about early learning of calculus in 1990 (1990 . In a poster session, Kaput showed some videos about SIMCALC and mentioned intuitive ideas as an important source for developing mathematics. Selon Tall (2008, p. 188) states: " [Kaput] focused on the way in which younger children have an intuitive sense of concepts such as distance, velocity, acceleration, which could be utilized in conjunction with computer simulation to study aspects of calculus at a far earlier age."
Kaput's work relating to intuitive calculus led him to analyze problems related to the learning of algebra. In 1998, he wrote about "Transforming Algebra from an Engine of Inequity to an Engine of Mathematical Power by "Algebrafying" the K-12 Curriculum". In this document, he promotes research about "early algebra". His analysis considered five approaches to learning algebra:
1. Algebra as generalizing and formalizing patterns and regularities, in particular, algebra as generalized arithmetic;
2. Algebra as syntactically guided manipulations of symbols;
3. Algebra as the study of structure and systems abstracted from computations and relations;
4. Algebra as the study of functions, relations and joint variation;
5. Algebra as modeling. Depending on the learning approach, we can induce from this that a significant number of students that could not manage proper manipulation of algebraic symbols are not only missing a certain understanding of algebra, but are also losing their arithmetic abilities.
Some researchers who promote the "Early Algebra" movement consider that it is important to deal with pupils' problems in transitioning from arithmetic to algebra at early ages (see, for example, Carraher Brizuela, 2000 and Carraher et al., 2006) . They try to find algebraic activities that, step by step, allow elementary school pupils to gain control of algebraic thinking. From their point of view, the pupils who work in these environments have the opportunity to continue their studies without much difficulty. Carraher et al. (2000 Carraher et al. ( , 2006 propose looking at operations like functions: "We believe there are good reasons for treating arithmetical operations as functions in early mathematics instruction" (2000, p. 3). When working with young children (grade 3) on algebraic notation of variables, the children manage to guess the rule of n → n + 3, and even more complex rules like: n → n × 2 -1 (p.14). We think, as do many researchers, that children are able to generalize processes, and this is the case in the experimentation which Carraher carries out. However, saying that pupils are constructing the function concept is another thing. The children's interventions are clear; they do not understand these processes as covariance processes. Rather, they have the "black box" idea, where something enters the "black box" and leaves it transformed. Although we use the metaphor of the "black box" to introduce the concept of functions, it is not enough for constructing the concept of covariance between variables, es-sential to the construction of the function concept. We can corroborate this with the authors' statement that the children had difficulties filling in the following table (Idem, p. 12-13).
The partially completed table for y = 2x + 1 In the interview with Jennifer and Melissa (in the same study), Jennifer's resistance to using variable x to designate the height of a person, or the money that David has in his pocket, is clear. Let's look at the interview provided by Carraher et al. (2000, p. 17 Jennifer's resistance to the use of the letter x is clear. A surprising thing to us is David's insistence on using the letter x to designate the variable. This excerpt, along with the table of values, shows us that the researchers in this study try at all costs to induce the children to use algebraic annotation, even if everything seems to indicate a resistance to that premature use.
These researchers have a very clear tendency towards formalization without attending to semantic aspects necessary for developing algebraic thinking. Why use letters x or y for the variables when he could, at that level, use words like "height", for example, to designate any height? After the children write "height" enough times, they themselves will shorten it to h. It seems that these researchers' line of investigation follows a classic approach in teaching algebra notation, but what is surprising is that they want to impose those ideas in grade 3. This is the imposition of institutional representations, without giving importance to the pupils' spontaneous representations and their evolution. We believe that these kinds of activities in elementary school are going to produce more problems than solutions. Moreover, given that the researchers as teachers conducted this study poorly, it is more difficult to believe that a normal teacher could have a good approach for teaching functions in primary school if he or she does not know about the mathematics curriculum at the secondary level. Their approach is likely to be more procedural than conceptual and there is not much gain in following this approach in learning algebra.
Let us look at another example which is more related to our idea of developing advanced numerical thinking. Barallobres (2004) , inspired by Brousseau's (1998) work on the theory of didactic situations and validation processes, implemented an experiment that also takes into account Balacheff's (1987) Along this line of thought, it is preferable to consolidate numerical thinking through activities where the spontaneous or functional representations of pupils are considered, and to promote their evolution to the institutional representations (see diSessa, 1991; GonzalezMartin et al., 2008; Hitt, 2003 Hitt, , 2004 Hitt, , 2006 Based on this, a research project was developed in 2005 to better understand the spontaneous representations used by pupils in grades 8 and 9 in the process of learning the concept of co-variation, as a prelude to the concept of function (see Carlson, 2002) . The first results are given in a master thesis (Passaro, 2007) and in Hitt and Passaro (2007 show how to promote advanced numerical-algebraic thinking in an experiment using certain activities (problem situations) with two class groups (grade 9), following a specific methodology described below.
Instruments
The activities we designed for our study were:
a) The Photographer was designed to promote use of the following representations: natural language, a drawing to explain the phenomenon, and an abstraction of this drawing that could reflect the idea of covariational reasoning involved in the situation.
b) The Hiker asks the pupils to produce the same representations as in a), but they are also asked to produce a new and different representation to illustrate the same phenomenon. At this stage, pupils are supposed to produce a standard graphic representation related to the situation. A process of validation is required to reject representations that are not useful and to keep the representations that pupils think are useful. If they are able to produce a graphic representation, we ask them to perform the inverse process, and move from the model to the real situation.
c) The Jacuzzi asks pupils to produce the same representations as in b). Additionally, because of the numerical data that appear, we indirectly suggest the use of tabular and algebraic representations.
d) The Squares in Movement activity is necessary to start the process of institutionalization, where all the representations discussed in a), b), and c) are required. 
Procedure
The experimentation we followed is a cross-cultural approach for the construction of mathematical concepts. The methodology incorporates the collaborative learning approach (Dillenbourg, 1999) , scientific debate (Legrand, 1993 (Legrand, , 2001 ) and self-reflective reasoning (Hadamard, 1975) ; we call this particular methodology ACODESA (see Hitt, 2007) . In summary, this methodology identifies five stages (for more information, see Hitt, 2007 ):
1. Individual work (so as to not initiate teamwork without a preliminary reflection), 2. Work with peers and material (the first steps of argumentation and validation are generated here). The forming of pairs or triads can vary according to characteristics of the population, 3. Debate (possibly a scientific debate could emerge in the discussion, it is important to continue with processes of argumentation and validation). At this stage, the teacher collects all the material produced by the pupils, 4. Self-reflective reasoning (individual work to reconstruct the work done in previous stages; this can be done at home), 5. Institutionalization. The teacher initiates the institutionalization process as the final stage.
Numerical-algebraic thinking: making the connection between numerical and algebraic thinking
As stated above, we followed a cross-cultural approach, using the ACODESA methodology, to promote advanced numerical-algebraic thinking. Specifically, we promoted a connection between numerical and algebraic thinking through 5 activities that we developed for ninth-grade pupils in Québec.
We took into consideration research conducted by Carlson (2002, p. 64) . She states that in order to develop the concept of function, it is first necessary to develop covariational reasoning: covariational reasoning refers to the cognitive activities involved in coordinating two varying quantities while attending to the ways in which they change in relation to each (Brousseau, 1997; Duval, 1993 Duval, & 1995 . In practice, however, the authors did not take into account Brousseau's notion of epistemological obstacle; in fact, their "problem-situations" approach is more related to Romberg's approach (1994) . We encourage connections among representations in the sense of Duval (1995) , but we first consider Hitt's (2003 Hitt's ( , 2004 ideas about functional representations.
Analysis of an episode
For this study we focus exclusively on the final, Shadows activity:
Suppose that we have a light source at a height of 6m (a lamp post in the street), and a person with height 1.5m walks by. We can observe the person's shadow on the ground as he walks down the street. We are interested in the relations between the variables related to this phenomenon.
Are there variables that depend on each other?
Select two variables that depend on each other and describe the phenomenon with the help of the representations that you have used in the preceding activities. For these two pupils, the algebraic representation is the representation and the rest of the representations were not relevant to them. These pupils had been schooled abroad in different educational systems, and according to their training, the algebraic representation is high-priority. These pupils committed algebraic errors that did not allow them to find the solution for the problem situation in their first attempts.
One of them, after several unfruitful attempts, walked to where another team was, at the front of the classroom. Without wanting to show that he still had not solved the problem, he asked one girl if she and her classmate had solved the activity. This girl, in fact, had been blocked a moment before, and couldn't get through the activity. However, with the numerical explanations of her classmate, she finally found the solution. She answered the boy that yes, there is a proportional relation between the two variables, and the relation provides a straight line as a graphical representation. She also mentioned to him that the dependent variable is one third of the other. He returned to his seat, and once he knew the result obtained by the two girls, from a numerical point of view, along with his companion, they obtained an algebraic answer. When the teacher asked them to explain their procedure to the rest of the class, this pair of pupils surprised the whole class. Nobody had realized, including the teacher, that after their blockage in the algebraic procedure, they overcame the obstacle thanks to the numerical approach of the two girls. In the end, they had made a connection between numerical thinking and algebraic thinking (Figure 3 ). 
Discussion
The first thing we want to stress is that numerical reasoning is essential to giving meaning to the syntactic processes that, if manipulated or conceived of incorrectly, can lead to an error in a given situation. Whereas from a syntactic point of view, it may not be possible for us to be aware of our error, the semantic point of view, provided through numerical reasoning, can help bring us to that awareness. The connection between numerical thinking and algebraic thinking can provide us with an element of control along the lines of Barallobres (2004) and Saboya et al., (2006) , assuring us that what we are doing follows a line of suitable reasoning, or that it does not.
It is fundamental to develop advanced numerical-algebraic thinking that can serve the pupil as a control element to undergird his algebraic processes; this enables the pupil to be more successful in the learning of mathematics. To promote algebraic thinking in the pupil in isolation from numerical thinking can constitute an obstacle in the long run, particularly for those pupils that cannot master algebraic processes and at the same time are losing their arithmetical abilities. With respect to the resolution of inequalities, Kouki (2006 Kouki ( , 2008 Recent studies are pointing out the problems people have as years pass; the pupils forget what they have learned. As Karsenty (2003) shows in his study concerning adults, when taking a significant population of adults who had chosen sciences in high school and interviewing them some years later, they could not remember how to sketch the graph of a function such as: f(x) = x or f(x) = 2x. From our point of view, Carraher et al. are imposing institutional representations, and, in the long term, pupils will forget what they did. In the case of Barallobres (2004) , the pupils will probably be able to reconstruct what they did. In
Barallobres's (Idem) case, a self-reflective reasoning phase is missing, the phase we proposed in our methodology to see whether the consensus is permanent or momentary.
Finally, we think that working with manipulative materials (like cord, sticks, solder iron, etc.) and producing functional representations that can evolve into institutional ones, and working through collaborative learning, scientific debate and self-reflective reasoning (ACODESA methodology), we can help pupils more easily retain their mathematical constructions. And if we work with teachers in collaborative research, both the researchers and the teachers gain a better understanding of the problem of learning and teaching mathematics.
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